NEW at UCEAP JAPAN!
VOLUNTEER SERVICE OPPORTUNITY

TOHOKU RELIEF VOLUNTEER SERVICE

UCEAP Japan Program coordinates with a volunteer group (Team Asunaro) for disaster relief service to the Tohoku, the 3.11 earthquake affected region. For credit, or no-credit.

- Engage in various activities to support local fishery industries (e.g. oyster cultivation, sea weed harvest) and to help elderly people living in temporary housing. Opportunity to see and learn about current conditions of the disaster affected areas first hand, and interact with local people.

- Each volunteer group consists of approximately 10 members, combining working people of different backgrounds with university/high school students.

- Friday to Sunday night weekend trips. Transportation fee is waived. You need to pay for meals and accommodation (about 5,000 yen per trip).

- FOR CREDIT OPTION: two weekend trips for 1.5 unit.
  - Required: Attend pre- and post-program sessions; research / writing assignments.

Apply now!
eap.ucop.edu/Japan